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Updated Tops file for Cretaceous and Lower Tertiary units, Piceance Basin, northwest Colorado

By Ronald C. Johnson, John D. Dietrich, and Tracey J. Mercier

Introduction

Depths to selected Cretaceous and lower Tertiary stratigraphic units in the Piceance Basin, northwestern Colorado (fig. 1) are presented here for 1,563 wells (table 1, fig. 2). This file is updated from the Piceance Basin Oil Shale Database (http://pubs.usgs.gov/dds/dds-069/dds-069-y/) with data for additional new drill holes. Also included in this report are elevations for the base of the Long Point Bed of the Eocene Green River Formation (figs. 3–5) for 347 surface locations obtained by determining locations and elevations from published 7 ½-minute quadrangle maps for the Piceance Basin listed in the “Geologic Maps Used to Generate Long Point Control Points” section.

Each entry for the base of the Long Point Bed was obtained at a location where the mapped Long Point Bed intersects a contour line on the published maps. Precision of each elevation is therefore dependent on the precision of the maps and the placement of the mapped contact by the authors.

Cretaceous Units

The top of the Lower to Upper Cretaceous Dakota Sandstone (fig. 3) is the lowest stratigraphic horizon included in the database (TOPDKTA). The Dakota was deposited during the initial transgression of the Cretaceous seaway into the Rocky Mountain region (Currie, 1998) and consists of fluvial, shoreface, and tidally influenced rocks. The top of the Lower Cretaceous Mowry Shale (fig. 3) is the next highest stratigraphic unit in the database (TOPMRY). The Mowry Shale was deposited in an offshore marine setting, and consists of hard, dark-gray siliceous mudstone containing abundant bentonite beds and fish scales and is a possible source rock for hydrocarbons in the Piceance Basin (Burtner and Warner, 1984). The Mowry Shale is recognized mainly in the northernmost part of the basin and only one Mowry pick is included in the database, the Phillips No. 1 Mannel well in that part of the basin (entry C1017R). The Upper Cretaceous Frontier Formation (TOPFRON), the next youngest unit in the database, is a complex unit deposited in nearshore marine and coastal plain settings (fig. 3) (Molenaar and Wilson, 1990). TOPFRON was identified in only a few wells in the northern and central part of the basin. The Upper Cretaceous Castlegate Sandstone (TOPCSGT) is a persistent offshore marine sandstone in the basin except in the southeast where it grades into Upper Cretaceous Mancos Group (Johnson, 1986). The Castlegate Sandstone is the stratigraphically oldest unit in the database for which a large number of picks were made (Johnson 1986). A structure contour map on the top of the Castlegate Sandstone was published by Johnson (1986).
The Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Formation (or Group) (fig. 3) was deposited in coastal plain, nearshore marine, and shallow marine settings. It is the youngest Cretaceous unit preserved in the basin. The lower part of the Mesaverde Group is a complex series of regressive marine cycles interbedded with marine shale generally referred to as the Iles Formation (fig. 3), where the overlying Rollins/Trout Creek Sandstone Member exists. The upper part consists of mainly nonmarine rocks and is generally referred to as the Williams Fork Formation where the underlying Rollins/Trout Creek Sandstone Member exists. Where the Rollins/Trout Creek does not exist, the Mesaverde is considered a Formation. The top of the Mesaverde Formation/Group or top of the Williams Fork Formation is listed as TOPKMV. At least seven member names have been applied to individual regressive marine cycles in the Iles Formation (for a summary, see Johnson, 1989). The Iles Formation is capped regionally by the Rollins Sandstone and Trout Creek Sandstone Member (fig. 3). In the accompanying database, the Rollins and Trout Creek Sandstone Members are treated separately from the rest of the Iles Formation. Thus, there is a top listed for the Rollins and Trout Creek Sandstone Members (TOPRLNS) and a top listed for the next oldest regressive marine cycle in the Iles Formation (TOPILES).

Lower Tertiary Units

Top of Cretaceous to Long Point Bed Interval

The majority of the stratigraphic horizons listed in the database are from the lower Tertiary interval in the basin. In general, they are subdivided into two intervals: (1) those deposited prior to the development of Eocene Lake Uinta (top of Cretaceous to base of Long Point Bed) (fig. 3), and (2) those deposited after Lake Uinta formed (Long Point Bed to Bed 76) (figs. 3–6). During deposition of the first interval, the central part of the basin was first occupied by a large marsh or paludal system (Fort Union Formation, figs. 3, 4), and then by a large freshwater lake (Cow Ridge Member of the Green River Formation, figs. 3, 4). A distinctive marker occurs at the top of the paludal interval referred to as the I-marker in the central part of the basin (figs. 3, 4) (Chancellor and others, 1974) and is listed as IMARKR in the database. Several persistent marker beds (fig. 4) occur in the overlying freshwater lacustrine Cow Ridge Member in ascending order: (1) F-marker (FMARKR), (2) D-marker base (DMARKRBS), (3) D-marker top (DMARKRTP), (4) C-marker base (CMARKRBS), (5) C-marker top (CMARKRTP), (6) B-marker base (BMARKRBS), and (7) B-marker top (BMARKRTP). The marker beds were originally described by Chancellor and others (1974). The D, C, and B markers are typically tens of feet thick, and their tops are shown on figure 4. F-marker is the base of the Cow Ridge Member.

Long Point Bed and Above Interval

The base of the Long Point Bed of the Green River Formation marks a major transition in the Piceance Basin and the Uinta Basin to the west. During the Long Point transgression, represented by the Long Point Bed, the freshwater lakes in the Piceance and Uinta Basins expanded and coalesced across the Douglas Creek arch to form one large lake, Lake Uinta (Johnson, 1985a). Lake Uinta increased in salinity through time, ultimately depositing large amounts of the sodium carbonate mineral nahcolite along with halite in the central part of the basin. The interval above (fig. 5) the Long Point Bed is subdivided into four members: (1) Garden Gulch Member (Bradley, 1931), for illite-rich oil shale interval deposited early in the
history of Lake Uinta and prior to the onset of saline mineral deposition (figs. 3–5), (2) Parachute Creek Member (Bradley, 1931), for dolomite-rich oil shale interval deposited during saline mineral deposition (figs. 3–5), (3) Douglas Creek Member (Bradley, 1931), for marginal lacustrine rocks around the western margins of Lake Uinta (figs. 3, 4), and (4) Anvil Points Member (Donnell, 1953), for marginal lacustrine rocks around the eastern margin (fig. 3). The Douglas Creek and Anvil Points Members are the marginal equivalents of both the Garden Gulch and Parachute Creek Members.

Cashion and Donnell (1972) recognized that the entire Parachute Creek Member and Garden Gulch Member could be subdivided into a sequence of oil-rich zones, in ascending order R-0 through R-6 zones and Mahogany zone; and oil-lean zones, in ascending order L-0 through L-5, B-groove, and A-groove that could be recognized throughout much of the central part of the Piceance Basin and eastern part of the Uinta Basin (fig. 4). A- and B-grooves are thin lean zones that bracket the Mahogany zone, the most widespread and richest oil shale zone in the Piceance Basin and the primary target of most surface mining operations in the basin. These zones appear to approximately form time-stratigraphic units representing changing rates of organic matter production and preservation that occurred simultaneously throughout Lake Uinta in both basins. The rich- and lean-zone stratigraphy form the basis of the recent assessment of in-place oil shale resources in the Piceance Basin, provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (Johnson and others, 2010). Tops for all the rich and lean zones are included in this database. The rich and lean zones are listed in the database, in ascending order: R0, L0, R1, L1, R2, JDL2, JDR3, JDL3, JDR4, JDL4, JDR5, JDL5, JDR6, JDBGROOV, OMAHOG, JDMAHOGZN, JDAGROOV. Picks for zones that begin with JD were originally made by John Donnell and later modified. An organic-poor, clastic-rich interval is present in many drill holes in the southwest part of the basin, and the top (CLASTCR1TP) and base (CLASTCR1BS) of this interval is included in the database. The R0 through L1 zones are clay-rich and contain little carbonate, and form the Garden Gulch Member (fig. 4). All zones above L1 zone are dolomitic and form the Parachute Creek Member (fig. 4). In addition, Donnell (2008) traced individual oil shale beds above the Mahogany zone across large areas of the Piceance and Uinta Basins numbering them bed 2 through bed 76 (fig. 6). Tops for many of these numbered beds are also included in the database (JD2 through JD76). A persistent tuff bed, the informal Porcupine tuff bed (fig. 5), occurs between bed 70 (JD70) and bed 72 (JD72), and the top (JDTPPORCTF) and base (JDBSPORCTF) of that tuff are also included in the database.
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Figures
Figure 1. Extent of the Uinta and Piceance Basins, the Greater Green River Basin, and approximate extent of oil shale in the Eocene Green River Formation. Extent of the Uinta and Piceance Basins is the same as the Uinta-Piceance Province boundary (Uinta and Piceance Assessment Team, 2003). Extent of the Greater Green River Basin is the same as the Southwest Wyoming Province boundary (Southwest Wyoming Province Assessment Team, 2005). For the extent of oil shale in the Piceance Basin, the base of the Parachute Creek Member of the Green River Formation as mapped by Tweto (1979) was used for all but the northwest part of the basin where the base of the lower member of the Green River Formation is used. For the extent of oil shale in the eastern part of the Uinta Basin, the base of the Parachute Creek Member of the Green River Formation as mapped by Cashion (1973) and Rowley and others (1985) was used. In the western part of the basin the top of the Mahogany bed as mapped by Witkind (1995) was used. In the northern part of the Uinta Basin, only those areas where oil shale is at a depth of 6,000 ft or less are shown, based on a structure contour map of the top of the Mahogany oil shale bed compiled by Johnson and Roberts (2003a). For the Sand Wash, Washakie, and Great Divide Basins and southeastern part of the Green River Basin, the base of the Tipton Shale Member of the Green River Formation as mapped by Tweto (1979) and Love and Christiansen (1985) was used as the extent of oil shale. For the western part of the Green River Basin, the base of the Wilkins Peak Member of the Green River Formation as mapped by Love and Christiansen (1985) was used, and for the northern part of the Green River Basin, the base of the Laney Shale Member of the Green River Formation as mapped by Love and Christiansen (1985) was used. Location of cross section in figure 5 shown in red, location of cross sections shown in figure 6 shown in green.
Figure 2. Map of the Piceance Basin showing locations of drill holes (orange and surface elevations on the base of the Long Point Bed of the Eocene Green River Formation (black) included in this database. Top of Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Formation or Williams Fork Formation—base of Tertiary shown in dark green.
Figure 3. East-west cross section through the Piceance Basin, the Douglas Creek arch, and the eastern part of the Uinta Basin showing stratigraphic units in the Cretaceous and lower Tertiary. Modified from Johnson and Roberts (2003b, their Plate 1).
Figure 4. North-south cross section through the Piceance Basin, northwest Colorado showing members, stages of Lake Uinta as defined by Johnson (1985a), and some of the rich and lean zones defined by Cashion and Donnell (1972). (> greater than; < less than)
Figure 5. Cross section showing members of the Eocene Green River Formation, stages in the evolution of Lake Uinta, correlation of rich and lean oil shale zones of Cashion and Donnell (1972), and oil-yield histograms. U-53 is in the northeast corner of the Uinta Basin and core holes CO172 and CO195 are in the southeastern and central parts of the Piceance Basin respectively. Location shown on figure 1. (> greater than; <, less than)
Figure 6. Cross section showing correlation of individual oil shale beds between two coreholes: A, U31 in the eastern part of the Uinta Basin, and B, C0037 in the southern part of the Piceance Basin for the
interval above A-groove (modified from Donnell, 2008, his figure 4). Locations of coreholes shown on figure 1. A, base of A-groove; Tggc, Marlstone at Greasewood Creek; Tgtc, Marlstone at Trail Canyon; Tgm, Marlstone at Mare Canyon; Tgy, Yellow Creek Tongue; Tgd, Dry Fork Tongue; Tgt, Thirteenmile Creek Tongue; Tgb, Black Sulfur Tongue; Tgc, Cough’s Creek Tongue; Tgs, Stewart Gulch Tongue; Tgsl, Tgi, Marlstone at Barnes Ridge and Marlstone bed at Bull Fork; Tgsk, Marlstone at Skinner Ridge.] Numbers between C0333 and C0037 are persistent oil shale beds defined by Donnell (2008).